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1. Issues of Japanese Studies Program 
Over the years, area studies have become widely popular in higher education. This 
popularity has been created and necessitated by the global development of economy: a 
variety of economies have been interlinked. The global development of economy has also 
required U.S. higher education to provide curricula sensitive to other cultures and 
economies. The recent popularity of Asian studies programs is, in part, due to the global 
development of Asian economies. Japanese studies programs, part of Asian studies 
programs, have also become popular since Japan experienced economic success from the 
1950's. As many Japanese companies have built their plants in the U.S., many institutions 
of u.s. higher education have initiated Japanese studies programs in conjunction with Asian 
studies programs. Japanese language courses mushroomed during the second half of the 
1980's. American college students flocked to Japanese classes: every year, more than 
40,000 students have registered for Japanese classes across campuses in the U.S.A. during 
the past decade. 
However, an issue has been inherent to many Japanese studies programs: The focus of 
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the majority of these programs often has been placed on the humanities (e.g., Japanese 
literature, history, language, arts, women's studies, and so on), while courses in Japanese 
economies and management have mainly been taught in the business school. Although 
students may enjoy courses in tea ceremony or flower arrangement, it is debatable if such 
humanities-oriented programs can enhance the marketability of graduates in their career 
search. This issue has remained unaddressed and unresolved for many years. 
Amid these issues, the Japanese studies program of Salem-Teikyo University started in 
the fall of 1992. In order to avoid the simple duplication of other humanities-oriented 
programs, S-TU's Japanese studies program consisted of two specializations: (1) Liberal 
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Arts and (2) International Business. The Liberal Arts specialization was similar to other 
humanities-oriented prowrams where students study Japanese arts, history, language, literature 
and so on. The International Business specialization was designed to prepare students in the 
field of international business between Japan and the U.S. by requiring students to take both 
Japanese language courses and many business courses. 
However, the program was likened to an expansion team in professional sports. The 
program was expected to struggle for a while before taking off. As expected, the first two 
years (1992-1994) were very tough on the program due to lack of experience in curriculum 
development and no career guidance for its major students. One of the serious issues 
troubling the program was that the major students often did not know their career goals, 
whichever of the two specializations they chose. This problem is not often found among 
regular business students. If a student majors in accounting at a business school, he or she 
wants to become an accountant or to get an accounting-related job. This kind of clear 
career focus was not the case with my major students in Japanese studies. Although they 
knew their own major, they did not always know what they wanted to do in their future 
careers. 
In short, the program faced two inherent issues: (1) how to prepare its major students in 
the areas of career development and job search, and (2) how to enhance the marketability 
of students who chose the Liberal Arts specialization. 
2. Search for the Marketability of the Program 
I decided to address these two issues by examining the marketability of the program, 
regardless of the ambiguous career goals of my students. With the help of the Career 
Services of Salem-Teikyo University, I conducted a mail questionnaire survey in the 
surrounding states: West Virginia, Virginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, and Indiana. 
I mailed a questionnaire form with a prepaid self-addressed return envelope to 50 Japanese 
subsidiaries and to 50 American companies having business with Japan in 1995 and 1996 
respectively. The following simple request was stated in the questionnaire: "Please indicate 
the degree to which each of the following courses and skills is important when you evaluate a 
prospective employee for your company, on the following scale from a (not at all) through 
50 (moderately) to 100 (absolutely)." By follow-up call,. I obtained replies from 25 Japanese 
subsidiaries and 17 American companies. There were no significant differences between 
these two groups (Japanese subsidiaries and American companies) in terms of their responses 
to the items evaluated. The summaries of their responses to my request are presented in 
Table 1 on next page . 
Several clear messages emerged: (1) The business world is looking for someone who 
has tangible and functional skills for their business, (2) The humanities subjects are not 
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Table 1 
The Degree of Corporations' Needs for a Japanese Studies Program 
Humanities Section 
Japanese History to the 16th Century .................... 1 
Japanese History from 16th Century to 1945 ........ 1 
Classical Japanese Literature ................................. 1 0 -- + -- 15 
Modern Japanese Literature .................................... 1 
Japanese Arts ......................................................... 1 
Social Science Section 
Introduction to Japanese Society and Culture ........ I 
Political Economy of Postwar Japan ...................... 1 
Asian Governments ................................................ 1 0 -- + -- + -- + -- + 45 
Research Methods to Examine Japan .................... 1 
Senior Thesis Examining Japan ............................. 1 
US-Japan Comparative Study ................................ 1 
Business 
Accounting .............................................................. 1 
Management ........................................................... 1 
Marketing ............................................................... 1 
International Marketing ......................................... 1 
Finance ................................................................... 1 0 -- + -- + -- + -- + 50 -- + - 66 
Microeconomics ..................................................... 1 
Macroeconomics .................................................... 1 
International Economics ....................................... .1 
International Business Law .................................... 1 
Internship 
Work Experience (Internship) in a U.S.-based 
Japanese subsidiary ............................................ 1 0 -- + -- + -- + -- + 50 -- + - 64 
Work Experience (Internship) in Japan .................. 1 
Skills Emphasized by the Program 
Computers Software Skills (e.g., word processor, 
spreadsheet, world-wide web, etc) ..................... 1 
Critical Thinking Skills .......................................... 1 0 -- + -- + -- + -- + 50 -- + -- + - 78 
Analytical Skill Using Statistics ............................ 1 
Japanese Language Skills 
Japanese Language ................................................ .1 
Cross-Cultural Communication Skills ................... 1 
Oral Interpretation Skills 1 0 -- + -- + -- + -- + 50 -- + -- + 70 
between English and Japanese ........................... 1 
Translation Skills between English & Japanese ..... 1 
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appreciated as much as other tangible skills, and (3) Japanese language skills are considered 
to be the most useful and functional skills for employers. These findings confirmed my 
assumption that the humanities subjects were not as marketable as other practical subjects. 
The finding regarding Japanese was also consistent with some claims suggesting the 
importance of foreign language skills. 
Based upon the findings, I have revamped the curriculum of the program: an emphasis is 
placed on the curriculum to enhance these marketable skills, particularly Japanese language 
skills. No other programs (e.g., business schools or foreign language departments) can offer 
better Japanese language courses than bonafide Japanese studies programs.The majority of 
textbooks written in English have been replaced by textbooks written in Japanese in order 
to enhance the Japanese proficiency of my students as much as possible. 
3. Japanese Language Proficiency 
The Japan Foundation, sponsored by the Ministry of Education of Japan, has developed 
a standardized measure to assess the Japanese language proficiency of non-native Japanese 
speakers. The standardized measure allows me to estimate how American college students 
diminish from Japanese courses relative to the increase of the Japanese language proficiency 
level by hours to study Japanese and kanji to know at each level, as shown in Figure 1 in 
next page. 
Many American students do not necessarily stay in Japanese courses. The worst scenario 
is that some students drop a Japanese course immediately after attending the first hour of 
the first day of the course. The majority of students are gone sooner or later, or after finishing 
up two required courses. In other words, even passing Level 4 test is an advantage. 
Something is better than nothing for my students. 
In order to bring my students to Level 4 at least, I have implemented a kind of intensive 
course in the first two years. Freshmen take Japanese 1,2,3, and 4. After these 4 courses, they 
are expected to reach Level 4: they make more than 60% of Level 4 practice test. In the 
sophomore year, they take Japanese 5, 6, 7, and 8 from August to December. While taking 
Japanese 8 during December, they make a trip to New York or Chicago to take the official 
proficiency test. I have encouraged my students to get the certificates of Level 4, 3, or 2 
because the certificates of the Japan Foundation are more convincing and informative than 
saying, "I made straight A's in my Japanese classes." Few people buy the face value of school 
grades which are often inflated and are not standardized. 
Passing Level 3 test requires some degree of dedication to Japanese language and is a 
kind of entrance to career chances, making my students more competitive in the job search. 
Passing Level 3 can help students get a scholarship, an internship, a position in the JET 
Program (Japan Exchange and Teaching Program sponsored by the Ministry of Education 
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Figure 1 
Attrition of American College Students from Japanese Courses 
Relative to the Increase of the Japanese Language Proficiency Level 
The total American College students starting 
to learn Japanese in U.S. higher education 
100% 
Hours to study 
Kanji to know 
Proficiency level 
o 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 
I. ........... 100 .......... 300 ........................ 1000 ......................... 2000 
1. ............. 4 .............. 3 .............................. 2 ............................... 1 
of Japan), and so on. It is worth noting a recent incident. One day in March, 1998, I took 
my students to a plant of a Japanese subsidiary as a field trip of my course (Political and 
Economic Structure of Postwar Japan).One of my senior students impressed the president 
of the subsidiary by her Japanese proficiency, Level 2.5, so to speak. After we spent one 
hour at the plant, she was offered a position on the spot by the president. This kind of 
incident often happens to my students when they reach Level 3 or beyond. Although passing 
Level 2 test is the ultimate goal of my program, the passing Level 3 test is often more than 
enough to become competitive in the job market and to impress prospective employers. 
4. A Winning Formula of a Japanese Studies Program 
Unlike other social sciences such as psychology, sociology, or economics, the field of 
area studies does not always provide students with discipline-specific analytical skills. Thus, 
it is not always possible for my major students to answer to the question "Can you analyze 
this issue according to the approach of Japanese Studies?" What is worse, no particular 
target industries are identified as the career goal industries by my major students. Regardless 
of these drawbacks, my students must compete with the graduates of other social sciences. 
How can my program make my students competitive in the job market? 
My experiences and the findings of the survey allowed me to formulate the following 
hypothetical equation regarding how to make my students competitive: 
Y = Xl + X2 + X3 + X4 ... + Xn 
where Y = the marketability of students in the job search 
Xl = the Japanese language proficiency 
X2 = work experiences (e.g., internships) 
X3 = tangible skills immediately functional for jobs 
X4 = participation in research projects 
It was assumed that the marketability of my students would be positively associated with 
their accomplishments of these domains. The premier element of this equation was Japanese 
language proficiency because it distinguishes my students from the rest in the job market. 
The second and third elements were almost always mentioned by corporations. The fourth 
element was added to this equation for those who consider graduate study as one of their 
options. Accomplishments in these domains were assumed to put my students ahead of the 
rest in the job search and the job market. 
Although it will take more time to collect sufficient data to test my hypotheses, several 
success stories have suggested that my winning formula works. Ms. B achieved a very good 
command of Japanese (almost Level 2 proficiency) and had good work experience. 
Immediately after her graduation, she went to Japan, convinced a Japanese corporation of 
her quality, and got a full-time position offered. Ms. W had work experience and reached a 
decent level of the Japanese proficiency. Within two months after graduation, she got a 
position (flight attendant) of an international airline which was looking for Japanese 
speaking American college graduates. Ms. T had good work experience, participated in a 
research project, and passed Level 3 proficiency test. She applied for the JET program and 
made it. Ms; K passed Level 3 test in her freshman year, passed Level 2 test in her 
sophomore year, and participated in some research projects of the program. At the end of her 
sophomore year, she was offered a full-year scholarship by a Japanese foundation. Even the 
most prestigeous scholarship, such as the Monbushoo shoogaku-kin (i.g., scholarship of the 
Ministry of Education), was. possible when my studeents excelled in these domains. 
Mr. L passed Level 3 in his freshman year and was active in participating in some research 
projects and in his international internship. He applied for a scholarship of the Ministry of 
Education of Japan (Monbushoo shoogaku-kin) twice and made it in his sophomore year. 
Mr. R achieved the highest proficiency (Level 2.5, so to speak) that freshman students can 
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ever achieve in his first year. He applied for a scholarship of the Ministry of Education and 
made it by the end of his freshman year. 
In every single case, their Japanese proficiency was the key element that enabled these 
students to get their chances. My program is designed to enable my students to distinguish 
themselves from the rest in the job market. My winning formula may be program-specific, 
but it has worked well so far. 
5. Suggestions for Future Japanese Studies and Asian Studies Programs 
For many years, the field of teaching Japanese studies in U.S.higher education has been 
plagued by the indifference of the programs to the career development of their students. 
The majority of programs have not been well-designed to prepare their students for 
professional careers. Unfortunately, it has been the norm of this field that courses are offered 
not to prepare students in the career development but to satisfy the interests of the faculty. 
Thus, few faculty can provide definite answers to the most-of ten-raised fundamental 
questions of students, such as "How can I get a job after graduation?" or "What makes it 
difficult for me to find a job? This issue is likened to a situation where medical doctors 
answer their patients as follows: "Well, we don't know what caused your illness. Come by 
next month. We will see what else happens to you." It is fortunate that the professors of 
Japanese studies programs are not required to rescue students, whereas medical doctors are 
required to diagnose whether an illness is curable or not and to cure their patients. 
However, students no longer put up with such incompetence and indifference regarding 
their career development. Some students have started deserting such programs. As a result, 
some programs are on the verge of extinction. Some programs have been actually 
discontinued due to lack of student interest. It is time that the field of Japanese studies 
addresses these issues before it is too late. This study is intended to propose a solution to 
these issues. It is possible for both programs and their students to achieve success in 
career development when the focus of programs is placed on something (e.g., Japanese) 
which enables their major students to compete in the job market. 
The same thing holds true with area studies programs, particularly with many Asian 
studies programs. Asian studies programs should not be planned to satisfy the interests of 
the faculty, but should be planned to aid major students in the career development. Courses 
should be offered not to serve the faculty, but to help students develop their career goals. 
The major clients of academic programs of higher education are not the faculty but the 
students. 
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